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Aschaffenburg: One of them is emphatic and quiet, retracing a lost past;
another one traces the mundane Hollywood era with its deceitful glamour.
And a third one is on the heels (and cryptically exposes) a femininity
that lusts after the superficial. Curator Elisabeth Claus presents three
contemporary artists in her exhibition “Strong Women” in The New
Kunstverein Aschaffenburg. The work of these women is just as strong and
self confident as the three artists themselves. British born Nina Mae Fowler
has been focusing on the stars and glamour of 1930s to 40s Hollywood
for quite a while. Her excellent coal and pencil drawings show film stars
like Marlene Dietrich, Marilyn Monroe and Jean Harlow but also other,
unknown actresses. In her brand new collection “Knockers” the stars are
shown as seductresses in alluring poses on one hand and as vulnerable
humans in extreme situations on the other. Stalked by cameras all the while.
Soldiers as Door Knockers
Special effect of the Knockers series: Fowler has fixed brass door knockers
to the breasts of the actresses. Not just any door knockers – knockers in the
shape of US marines in training who are desperately fighting the danger of
drowning. Just like the marines, the women in Fowler’s pictures are caught
in desperate situations. On the floor below, Ilse Haider has been trailing
anonymous women. It was by coincidence that she came across an archive
of old glass negatives of women in the 1930s to 40s. Although all of the
women are unknown, Haider (born in 1965) discovered that they would
have idolised contemporary singers like Gitta Alpar, Renate Mueller or
Lilian Harvey – thank you, Facebook. The entire collection is about the
relationship between star and fan, explaining the intricate web between
producer and consumer. Via a projector, the artist transferred photos onto
woven cane objects which she then painted. The scantiness of the cane web
expresses the vulnerability of the objects. The pictures seem to flicker and
shiver in the eyes of the observer walking through the exhibition. At times
they seem to disappear altogether. In another room Haider has collated
a slide show of the women on her glass negatives. In another display she
integrates their heads into famous paintings George Grosz, Max Beckmann
and Otto Dix. Haider’s work is an emphatic observation of the past but
also a muted criticism of today’s digital age where the individual gets lost
as a mere object of mass manipulation. Nina Nolte’s (born 1957)

exhibits show women painting their lips, women speeding through
the country in convertibles, women and their overflowing bags of
luxury goods treating themselves to a drink after a day of shopping.
She shows pictures of people during a night out – unflattering snapshots
of distorted faces. Nolte’s paintings might appear ornamental at first glance
– in reality though, in a wicked and devious way, they expose the Rich and
the Beautiful as the self centred beings they really are. Three women – three
positions: strong they are indeed. But at the same time they are capable of
an empathy that digs deeper, an empathy that is looking for truth.

